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GRABOVOJ NUMBER SEQUENCES

Grigori Petrovich Grabovoj (1963 - ), a PhD holder in physics, mathematics and in engineering 
science, is a professor, an academician, the author of the “Discovery of the Creating Information 
Area” and of “Applied Structures of the Creating Field of Information”, inter alia. Grigori P. Grabovoi 
states that man’s consciousness is not only capable of reflecting reality by means of perception and 
sensation, but is a creative substance in itself. 

Grabovoi discovered the Miracle of Numbers and handed it over to humanity for use. Numbers carry 
within themselves the energy, quality, and power of the Universe. They do not belong to earthly 
qualities, but to higher realms. Grabovoj’s simple method can help us to make our lives easier, 
healthier, and happier.  

When using the number sequences, it’s important to pay attention to what you ask for, not just for 
yourself, but for all people on Earth! You can use multiple number sequences at the same time. 

It’s worth (but not mandatory) to use the ‘macro-rescue’ number sequence 319817318 alongside 
every other number sequence, but this sequence alone also initiates significant changes. 
(The number sequences below were summarized by Serafina Pekkala.)

USING THE NUMBER SEQUENCES

• Concentrate on the chosen number sequence. See it shine up in silver-white light. Then mentally 
project this dazzling number sequence on your forehead, and put it in the inner part of the forehead; 
and then the healing process will start. 

• Imagine a golden sphere. Then place the number sequence you want to use into the sphere. See 
the numbers shining in white light. Then shrink the sphere together with the numbers into a desired 
size and place it on the body part to be healed. You can also bring it directly into the affected organ. 

• Whenever and wherever you are, concentrate on the healing numbers, then say them out loud or 
to yourself several times. You can say the numbers one by one or in groups. Do it at least once 
a day, but you can do it more often as well, in every hour e.g. to make it more efficient. In an 
emergency, it can be done in every quarter of an hour! 



• Write it down on a piece of paper and carry it with you or on the affected body part. 

• Write it on your body, or on your clothes. 

• Write it on the mirror, or on your computer, on your table, on the wall, anywhere you wish, and look 
at it many times. 

• Sleep on the healing number sequence. 

• You can also help others with it if the persons have given permission. Think about the person to 
be healed and say the number sequence that heals her/him, while focusing on her/his forehead. 

• You can also heal animals with it. 

• You can charge items with the healing numbers. If, for example, you want to sell a house, look 
for harmonizing number sequences and, using one of the above methods, fill the house with the 
vibrations of the number sequence.

Macro Rescue: 319 817 318
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I. Essentials

Contact with the Creator   11 981
Divine protection    8888
Faith      598 888 998 617
Body-Soul-Spirit harmony   555 5555
Vital energy     918 098 14
Energy      818 918 888 841 498
Gratitude     8

Miracle      777
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II. General

Let the best happen    976 352 75
Works Immediately and 
harmonizes everything   971 831 957 514 8179
Brings everything 
to an ideal state    741
Quick help for everything   938 179
Accelerator     938 179
Everything is possible    519 7148
Brings results over 
to the physical plane    889
From negative to positive   188 8948

Resolves any task    931 781 5113

III. Mental Wellbeing

Success in everything    710 42
Achieving goals    197 848
I welcome the change into my life  342 165
Wish-fulfilling     518 491 319 89
Intuition     359 86
Self-confidence    498 917 181 948
Self-esteem     918 195 174 9814
Knowledge     498 641 019 79
Improvement of memory   589 3240
Motivation     498 714
Creation     519 417 418 614
Concentration     519 688 019 71

Handling human conflicts   589 617 498 71
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IV. Health

The healing of all people   888 885 888 88
Instant healing (Immediate recovery)  197 51
Self-healing of the body   817 992 191
Regeneration of health   514 8517
Maintaining health    719
Elimination of pain    219 014 890 1519
Release of tension    978 564 79

Organic

Skin as an accelerator   519 606 801 319
Digestion     111 2223
Disorder of the digestive system  812 3457
Reflux      854 5142
Lack of gastric acid    843 2157
Restoring gastric acid    514 8210

Amount of gastric acid   548 2142

V. Financial Wellbeing

Material abundance    318 798

Financial resources    719 648 519

Money + the desired amount   714 273 218 93

Unexpected money    520

Money – flow     619 714 218 41

Money accelerator    938 179

Increase in income    589 317 318 614

Money from time    414 8188

Money circulation    318 612 518 714

Money business    194 198 514 7716
Success and capital growth 
in business development   814 418 719


